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Research Report

Does a cake taste yellow? Or does a tone played by a 
trumpet sound scarlet? For some people they do. Yet syn-
esthesia, a condition in which stimulation of one sensory 
modality induces systematic perceptual experiences in 
another modality, is relatively rare. Other types of cross-
modal associations, however, can be found in nonsynes-
thetes as well, especially in the domain of musical pitch 
(Spence, 2011). Psychophysical studies have shown that 
adults and children without synesthesia associate higher 
pitches with sharper edges (Marks, 1987; Parise & Spence, 
2009), lighter color (Hubbard, 1996; Marks, 1989; Melara, 
1989), and positions higher in space (Ben-Artzi & Marks, 
1995; Evans & Treisman, 2010).

Even infants seem to be sensitive to some of these 
associations (Haryu & Kajikawa, 2012; Jeschonek, Pauen, 

& Babocsai, 2012; Wagner, Winner, Cicchetti, & Gardner, 
1981; Walker et al., 2010). In a preferential-looking task, 
3- to 4-month-olds preferred congruent trials in which 
visuospatial height and pitch corresponded (Walker et al., 
2010). That is, infants looked longer at a ball moving 
upward when it was accompanied by a rising pitch than 
when it was accompanied by a falling pitch. Although the 
early presence of cross-modal associations has led some 
researchers to conclude that these mappings are probably 
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Abstract
People often talk about musical pitch using spatial metaphors. In English, for instance, pitches can be “high” or 
“low” (i.e., height-pitch association), whereas in other languages, pitches are described as “thin” or “thick” (i.e., 
thickness-pitch association). According to results from psychophysical studies, metaphors in language can shape 
people’s nonlinguistic space-pitch representations. But does language establish mappings between space and pitch 
in the first place, or does it only modify preexisting associations? To find out, we tested 4-month-old Dutch infants’ 
sensitivity to height-pitch and thickness-pitch mappings using a preferential-looking paradigm. The infants looked 
significantly longer at cross-modally congruent stimuli for both space-pitch mappings, which indicates that infants are 
sensitive to these associations before language acquisition. The early presence of space-pitch mappings means that 
these associations do not originate from language. Instead, language builds on preexisting mappings, changing them 
gradually via competitive associative learning. Space-pitch mappings that are language-specific in adults develop from 
mappings that may be universal in infants.
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innately hardwired in the brain (Mondloch & Maurer, 
2004), others point out that they change during the course 
of development (Marks, Hammeal, & Bornstein, 1987; 
Smith & Sera, 1992). Metaphorical language, in particular, 
is one factor that may alter cross-modal pitch associations 
(e.g., Martino & Marks, 1999).

Empirical support for the influence of language on 
space-pitch associations comes from cross-linguistic psy-
chophysical studies. Whereas languages such as English 
and Dutch encode pitch in terms of height, other lan-
guages, such as Farsi, Turkish, and Zapotec (spoken in 
Mexico), use a thickness metaphor: High-frequency 
pitches are described as thin, and low-frequency pitches 
are described as thick (Shayan, Ozturk, & Sicoli, 2011). 
In a prior study, we (Dolscheid, Shayan, Majid, & 
Casasanto, 2013) tested whether these different linguistic 
metaphors influenced nonlinguistic space-pitch associa-
tions. Dutch and Farsi participants were asked to repro-
duce (i.e., sing back) musical pitches they heard in the 
presence of irrelevant spatial information (i.e., lines 
varying in either height or thickness). Dutch speakers’ 
pitch estimates were modulated by spatial height, but 
not thickness. Conversely, Farsi speakers’ pitch estimates 
were modulated by spatial thickness, but not height. In 
summary, nonlinguistic space-pitch associations fol-
lowed language-specific metaphors, thus demonstrating 
that cross-modal pitch representations can be affected 
by language.

It is unclear, however, whether language establishes 
cross-modal mappings between space and pitch in the 
first place or simply modifies preexisting associations. 
Boroditsky (2000) posited that exposure to space-time 
metaphors in language leads to the construction of 
some nonlinguistic mappings between space and time; 
in principle, the same could hold for space and pitch. 
Alternatively, space-pitch metaphors in language could 
reflect earlier developmental cross-domain mappings, 
which could be innate or learned (on the basis of 
 correlations between space and pitch in an infant’s 
environment).

Infants seem to be sensitive to height-pitch mappings 
even prelinguistically (Walker et al., 2010). But are 
infants also sensitive to the thickness-pitch relationship, 
or is that association learned only on the basis of lan-
guage input? It is possible that the height-pitch metaphor 
is privileged in language and cognition. Some research-
ers have speculated that the association of spatial height 
and pitch could be a consequence of the roughly linear 
place coding of pitches in the cochlea, from the apex to 
the base (cf. Pratt, 1930). In addition, other researchers 
have argued that the height-pitch metaphor is reflected 
in most languages (Parkinson, Kohler, Sievers, & 
Wheatley, 2012). Moreover, this association appears to 
be represented cognitively even when the correspond-
ing linguistic metaphor is absent (Parkinson et al., 2012). 
In contrast, the evidence for the cross-cultural robust-
ness of the thickness-pitch association is sparse (e.g., 
Shayan et al., 2011). Perhaps this association is learned 
only after a child has been exposed to thickness-pitch 
metaphors in language.

To determine the prelinguistic availability of space-
pitch mappings, we tested 4-month-old Dutch infants 
using a preferential-looking paradigm. To investigate 
height-pitch correspondences, we followed the proce-
dure of Walker et al. (2010). Infants watched a ball mov-
ing up and down a screen (see Fig. 1a), and the movement 
was accompanied by the sound of a sliding whistle. The 
whistle’s fundamental frequency changed at a constant 
rate. In the congruent condition, the pitch rose and fell in 
accordance with the ball’s movement. In the incongruent 
condition, the pitch rose and fell in opposition to the 
ball’s movement.

We also tested 4-month-old infants in a thickness-pitch 
task analogous to the height-pitch task. Instead of balls 
moving up and down the screen, the stimuli were vertical 
tubes that varied in thickness, changing continuously 
between thin and thick (see Fig. 1b). In the congruent 
condition, pitch rose and fell in accordance with the 
tube’s contraction and expansion; that is, the tube 
expanded when pitch fell, which is congruent with the 
thickness-pitch metaphor found in a number of lan-
guages. In the incongruent condition, the pitch rose and 

Fig. 1. Stills from animations in the (a) height-pitch task and (b) thick-
ness-pitch task. The images, which are reproduced to scale, show the 
extremes of the ball’s vertical trajectory (height-pitch task) and the 
tube’s thickness (thickness-pitch task).
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fell in opposition to the tube’s contraction and expansion 
(i.e., the tube expanded when the pitch rose).

If both height-pitch and thickness-pitch mappings are 
available to infants prelinguistically, infants should prefer 
congruent height-pitch and congruent thickness-pitch 
stimuli over incongruent ones. If, however, height-pitch 
and thickness-pitch relationships follow different devel-
opmental trajectories, and thickness mappings are 
acquired later, then prelinguistic infants should show a 
preference for congruent height-pitch stimuli, but not for 
congruent thickness-pitch stimuli.

Experiment

Method

Participants. Ten male and 10 female infants com-
pleted the height-pitch task (mean age = 129 days, range = 
113–138 days). Another 7 infants were tested but were 
excluded because of fussiness (5 infants) or experimenter 
error (2 infants). A different set of 10 male and 10 female 
infants completed the thickness-pitch task (mean age = 
127 days, range = 113–138 days). Eight additional infants 
were tested but were excluded because of technical prob-
lems (1 infant) or fussiness (7 infants). Most infants com-
pleted only this study; a few participated in another study 
as well (reported elsewhere), but this experiment was 
always administered first.

Materials and procedure. QuickTime animations 
were presented on a 102- × 76-cm LCD monitor (Sony, 
Tokyo, Japan) using Habit X (http://habit.cmb.ucdavis 
.edu) software. Animations appeared within a 67- × 
67-cm screen area (25.6° × 25.6° of visual arc) and lasted 
a maximum of 60 s. Before each animation, a flashing 
light called infants’ attention to the screen. Infants sat in 
a Maxi-Cosi infant seat (Dorel Juvenile, Columbus, IN) 
that was placed on a parent’s lap. They viewed the ani-
mations from a distance of approximately 1.5 m. Infants’ 
visual fixations were monitored and recorded on video. 
Animations were stopped if the infant looked elsewhere 
for a single period of 1 s or more. We used frame-by-
frame coding of each digitized video (SuperCoder; 
 Hollich, 2008) to determine the total time that the infant 
looked at the animation. Coding was performed blind to 
the experimental condition. Twenty-five percent of the 
data were double-coded by a second coder who was also 
blind to the condition.

In the height-pitch task, infants watched an orange 
ball, 10 cm (4°) in diameter, moving up and down a 
50-cm vertical trajectory in front of a 20 × 20 grid of 
small, white dots on a black field (Fig. 1a). The ball 
moved at a constant speed of 20 cm per second and 
paused for 42 ms at each endpoint. Animations were 

accompanied by the sound of a sliding whistle (a sinu-
soidal tone). The fundamental frequency of the sound 
changed at a constant rate, between 300 and 1700 Hz 
over 2.5 s, which coincided with a single phase of the 
animation (e.g., the ball’s movement from the bottom to 
the top of its path). The sound paused briefly when the 
ball was stationary at its lowest and highest points. The 
amplitude of the sound increased and then decreased 
between 47 and 84 dB within each phase of the anima-
tion, peaking when the sound reached 1000 Hz (i.e., the 
midpoint between the highest and lowest pitches). 
Amplitude thus changed about twice as fast as pitch to 
ensure that variation in perceived pitch was not con-
founded with variation in loudness.

In the thickness-pitch task, infants watched a vertical 
orange tube that varied in thickness,1 changing continu-
ously from thin to thick and then to thin again (see Fig. 
1b). The animation was presented on a 20 × 20 grid of 
small, white dots on a black field, as in the height-pitch 
task. The tube was 60 cm long; its width ranged from 6 
to 26 cm. It expanded at a constant speed of 8 cm per 
second and paused for 42 ms at each endpoint (i.e., its 
thickest and thinnest widths). Animations were accompa-
nied by the sound of the sliding whistle used in the 
height-pitch task. The sound paused briefly when the 
tube was at its extremes. The parameters for pitch  
change and amplitude variation were identical to those in 
the height-pitch task.

For both tasks, infants viewed three congruent anima-
tions interleaved with three incongruent animations. 
Half the children watched a congruent animation first. 
Parents listened to music via headphones during the 
experiment so that they were unable to cue the infants 
inadvertently.

Results

The two observers agreed in their coding of each infant’s 
looking times in the height-pitch task, ICC(3,1) (intraclass 
correlation coefficient) = .99, F(29, 30) = 297.78, p < .001, 
and thickness-pitch task, ICC(3,1) = .99, F(29, 30) = 
312.31, p < .001.

According to Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, looking 
times were normally distributed (all ps > .05). Looking 
times were compared using a 2 (spatial variation: height, 
thickness) × 2 (congruency: congruent, incongruent) 
mixed-factors analysis of variance. There was a main 
effect of congruency, F(1, 38) = 8.53, p = .006, ηp

2 = .18; 
infants looked longer at the congruent than at the incon-
gruent stimuli. There was also a main effect of spatial 
variation, F(1, 38) = 4.40, p = .04, ηp

2 = .10. Infants 
looked longer at height stimuli than at thickness stimuli, 
which perhaps suggests that height was more salient. 
However, there was no interaction between spatial 
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variation and congruency, F(1, 38) = 0.03, p = .86, ηp
2 = 

.00, and thus no indication that looking-time congruency 
effects differed between tasks. The reduction in looking 
time on incongruent trials was comparable in the two 
tasks (i.e., 18% for the height-pitch task and 20% for the 
thickness-pitch task).

We also examined the effect of congruency in each 
task separately. Infants looked longer at the congruent 
animations in both the height-pitch task, t(19) = 1.99, p = 
.06, d = 0.45 (congruent trials: M = 31.7 s, SD = 11.4; 
incongruent trials: M = 26.1 s, SD = 13.3) and the thick-
ness-pitch task, t(19) = 2.19, p = .04, d = 0.43 (congruent 
trials: M = 24.4 s, SD = 11.8; incongruent trials: M = 19.4 s, 
SD = 11.5), although the p value for the height-pitch task 
is above the conventional level of significance.

General Discussion

Our results demonstrate that prelinguistic infants are 
 sensitive to at least two different types of space-pitch 
 correspondence. Dutch 4-month-olds looked longer at 
audiovisual stimuli congruent, rather than incongruent, 
with height-pitch metaphors found in languages such as 
English and Dutch (these results are consistent with those 
of Walker et al., 2010). Four-month-olds also looked lon-
ger at stimuli congruent, rather than incongruent, with 
thickness-pitch metaphors found in languages such as 
Turkish and Farsi. Infants’ tendency to look longer at 
congruent stimuli was similar in the height and thickness 
tasks, which suggests a comparable starting point for 
height-pitch and thickness-pitch mappings.

Are cross-modal pitch mappings therefore innate? On 
the basis of the current evidence, we can conclude only 
that these associations are present early in infancy. By the 
age of 4 months, however, infants may have encountered 
enough relevant environmental co-occurrences to have 
learned these mappings (see Lewkowicz, 2011). For 
example, people with bigger (“thicker”) bodies tend to 
have lower voices, bigger bells produce lower tones, and 
so forth. Height-pitch mappings may also be grounded in 
bodily experience, because people’s larynxes rise when 
they produce higher pitches and descend when they pro-
duce lower pitches (e.g., Miller, 1986).

Our findings show that infants are sensitive to space-
pitch correspondences before they know linguistic 
space-pitch metaphors. Although language does not 
seem to create these mappings, linguistic metaphors 
could still influence the structure and content of pre-
existing mental representations via simple learning 
 mechanisms. In the course of language acquisition, the 
relative strengths of different space-pitch mappings 
could be adjusted according to specific metaphors that 
children acquire (e.g., Casasanto, 2008, 2010). This pro-
cess may parallel the acquisition of other linguistic 

systems. In speech perception, for instance, infants start 
out as universal listeners but over time become lan-
guage-specific listeners (e.g., Werker & Tees, 1984). 
Similar observations have been made for some semantic 
distinctions (e.g., Hespos & Spelke, 2004).

Regarding space-pitch metaphors, speaking a lan-
guage with a height-pitch mapping, such as Dutch, could 
strengthen the height-pitch mapping at the expense of 
the thickness-pitch mapping, and the reverse may be true 
for a language with a thickness-pitch mapping, such as 
Farsi. Evidence in support of this competitive associative-
learning account is provided by linguistic training experi-
ments. For example, adult Dutch speakers, after being 
trained to use thickness metaphors to describe pitch 
 relationships (as in Farsi), demonstrated nonlinguistic 
thickness- pitch mappings very similar to those of Farsi 
speakers (Dolscheid et al., 2013). These training studies 
demonstrate a causal role for language in strengthening 
some nonlinguistic mappings over others. At the same 
time, these results provide evidence that speakers can 
quite easily be retrained to use nonnative pitch represen-
tations; in contrast, it is difficult to retrain speakers to 
distinguish phonological contrasts not present in their 
native language (perceptual narrowing; e.g., Werker & 
Tees, 1984).

Conclusions

The finding that both height-pitch and thickness-pitch 
mappings can be observed in infants as young as 4 
months old constrains theorizing about the role of lan-
guage in shaping nonlinguistic mental representations of 
pitch. Our data show that space-pitch associations are 
present before language acquisition, which suggests that 
language is unlikely to create cross-modal mappings 
between space and pitch, even if language seems to 
 create new mappings in other domains (Gentner, 2002). 
People who use different spatial metaphors for pitch in 
their native languages come to think about pitch differ-
ently not because language instills in them one cross-
modal mapping instead of the other, but because 
language strengthens one preexisting mapping at the 
expense of the other.
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Note

1. Even though movement was restricted to the horizontal 
plane, which is characteristic for thickness, the stimuli displayed 
a concomitant difference in overall size. It is interesting in this 
regard that some languages use a size-pitch metaphor (Eitan & 
Timmers, 2010). In our study, nothing rested on distinguishing 
between thickness and size; the ability to make the cross-modal 
mapping to pitch would have been necessary for both spatial 
parameters.
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